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Abstract: Discontinuous fiber-reinforced polymers (DiCoFRP) in combination with local continuous
fiber reinforced polymers (CoFRP) provide both a high design freedom and high weight-specific
mechanical properties. For the optimization of CoFRP patches on complexly shaped DiCoFRP
structures, an optimization strategy is needed which considers manufacturing constraints during
the optimization procedure. Therefore, a genetic algorithm is combined with a kinematic draping
simulation. To determine the optimal patch position with regard to structural performance and
overall material consumption, a multi-objective optimization strategy is used. The resulting Pareto
front and a corresponding heat-map of the patch position are useful tools for the design engineer to
choose the right amount of reinforcement. The proposed patch optimization procedure is applied to
two example structures and the effect of different optimization setups is demonstrated.
Keywords: multi-objective optimization; draping simulation; local reinforcement; evolutionary algorithm;
patch optimization

1. Introduction
Discontinuous fiber reinforced polymers (DiCoFRP) offer a greater degree of design freedom than
continuous fiber reinforced polymers (CoFRP). However, CoFRP offer higher properties in terms of
stiffness and strength. Hence, the combination of both material classes provides the potential to utilize
both the mechanical properties of CoFRP as well as the high degree of design freedom of DiCoFRP
(cf. Figure 1) [1].
During the product development process, optimization techniques are applied to create design
proposals within a given design space. The main objective of the optimization is to utilize the material
performance, where different approaches have been developed for CoFRP and DiCoFRP. The most
common approach for laminate optimization of CoFRP structures is a three-step process presented by
Altair [2] and implemented in their commercial optimization tool OptiStruct. The approach consists of
a free size, a size and a stacking optimization. A more general approach is the combination of stacking
sequence with shape optimization within one single optimization run [3]. Due to the higher degree of
design freedom, DiCoFRP require different optimization strategies. Therefore, topology optimization
is used to create design proposals [4]. Topology optimization can also be used for nonlinear structural
behavior, which can be caused by geometrical or material nonlinearity [5]. Traditional topology
optimization was designed for isotropic materials. To regard the anisotropy of DiCoFRP, which is
both process and topology dependent, some adjustments in the optimization procedure are necessary.
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In [6,7] an approach to optimize DiCoFRP parts is presented, where local fiber volume content and
local thickness are used as optimization parameters. Another field of DiCoFRP optimization is the
shape optimization, which is based on given parameters [8]. In contrast to topology optimization,
shape optimization does not create a new total design but creates parameter-based changes of the
component’s form. Shape optimization methods can be split into CAD-based (Computer-Aided
Design) methods and mesh-based methods [3,8].

Figure 1. Example of a local continuous fiber reinforced composites (CoFRP, black) reinforced discontinuous
fiber reinforced composites (DiCoFRP, white) structure (obtained from [1]).

For a common component design process, it is often not purposeful nor sufficient to consider only
one objective for the optimization. The most common approach to consider more than one objective
is the use of the weighted sum method. However, this method has the drawback that weighting
factors include user preferences in the optimization procedure [8,9]. Consequently, the result of the
optimization is not necessarily the overall optimal solution. Thus, the optimization should be able to
handle more than one objective to create a Pareto front as the basis of decision-making.
The manufacturability of a virtually optimized composite structure is a crucial precondition for the
usability of optimization results. In multi-objective optimization, the consideration of manufacturing
constraints ensures that all compared solutions are producible. This reduces the possibility of errors
in the Pareto front. Therefore, manufacturing constraints such as large areas of identical thickness,
smooth changes in thickness and maximum number of contiguous layers with identical material
orientation are often included in structural optimization [3,10–12]. Zuo et al. [10] used a symmetry
constraint to improve the quality of the topology optimization results. Zhou et al. [13] introduced
a method to incorporate a tool opening direction constraint as well as an extrusion direction constraint.
However, these approaches do not consider the interaction between process and structural design.
For that purpose, an information transfer between the different simulation steps needs to be utilized,
as realized in continuous composite CAE chains [14,15] (Computer-Aided Engineering). Due to the
enormous computational effort, optimization based on process and structural simulation has scarcely
been addressed so far. Kaufmann et al. [16] introduce a draping knowledge database to include
manufacturing costs in the design process of slightly curved laminated CoFRP structures. To consider
optimized manufacturable fiber orientations in structural simulation, Kärger et al. [17,18] introduce
a continuous CAE workflow with integrated draping optimization, but do not consider structural
optimization. Bulla et al. [19] propose a ply-wise structural optimization, where initial draping
simulations are performed for the non-optimized plies to assume conceivable fiber orientations.
This approach, however, does not consider the backward influence of the optimized ply structure on
the draping results.
The optimization of combined DiCoFRP and CoFRP has hardly been studied. An approach for
the size and position optimization of a single reinforcement patch on slightly curved geometries is
shown by Zehnder and Ermanni [20]. Thereby, the patch contour is created by a parametrized CAD
model and used as basis input for mesh generation. Contrary to our approach, the method does not
incorporate a draping simulation. Hence, geometry-dependent patch alignment and fiber orientations
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are not considered directly within the finite-element-based optimization framework, but intermediate
mesh generation via CAD is necessary. With the structural optimization of a patch layup for a sailing
boat, Zehnder et al. [21] present another use case, where they did not focus on manufacturability
or draping, but on finding the optimum ply layup. Therefore, the structure is divided into several
patches and the local stacking sequence is used as optimization parameter. Mathias et al. [22] used
a genetic algorithm for the optimization of composite repair patches for 2D aluminum components.
Mejlej et al. [23] present the optimization of local reinforcements for the automated fiber placement
process, based on two different genetic algorithms. Another strategy to combine CoFRP with DiCoFRP
is the use of local tow reinforcements. Jansson et al. [24] present a genetic algorithm coupled with
a surrogate model to find the optimum layup for a given structure supported by a local unidirectional
tow path. None of these optimization approaches includes draping simulation methods to consider
the geometry-dependent position and orientation of the local CoFRP reinforcements.
Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to several different engineering use
cases [4]. Skordos et al. [25] used the combination of an evolutionary algorithm with a kinematic
draping simulation to improve the draping quality of a given layup. In their approach, the draping
starting point and direction are used as design parameters, while the shear angle is used as optimization
objective. A more advanced draping optimization approach is proposed by Chen et al. [26]. They use
an FE-based draping simulation and optimize the arrangement of lateral clamping by applying
evolutionary algorithms to minimize the shear angle. Those process optimization approaches, however,
do not consider the structural performance. Those use cases show that engineering problems can be
solved efficiently with evolutionary algorithms. In the present work, an optimization strategy for
unidirectional CoFRP patch reinforcements on complexly curved DiCoFRP structures is presented.
Manufacturing constraints in terms of fiber orientations and manufacturable patch positions and sizes
are taken into account during the optimization procedure. To model fiber orientations with dependence
on varying patch positions, a kinematic draping simulation is integrated into the optimization
algorithm. To automatically consider multiple objectives regarding patch usage and structural
performance within one single optimization run, a genetic algorithm is used and combined with
the kinematic draping simulation. The defined optimization problem combines shape and topology
optimization, where the change of patch size is a kind of shape optimization, while the positioning of
the patch can be assigned to the field of topology optimization.
2. Draping Simulation
2.1. Suitability of Existing Draping Simulation Methods for Optimization
Since the fiber structure determines the mechanical properties of the final part, it is important
to predict the fiber architecture by draping simulation. In principle, the available draping simulation
approaches can be separated in two fields, kinematic (also known as mapping approaches) and
mechanical methods [27]. Both approaches have been developed with a different focus. Mechanical
approaches are based on constitutive models and offer higher prediction accuracy of the actual material
behavior [28–31]. Therefore, a good knowledge of the material behavior is essential. Compared to this,
kinematic approaches offer only an approximate prediction of the material behavior and, thus, do not
require material characterization. Moreover, kinematic approaches are usually very efficient. Due to
the lack of exact modeling of the material behavior, it is not possible to predict wrinkling by kinematic
draping simulation. The drawbacks and advantages of kinematic methods have been extensively
studied by multiple authors [32–36]. A main disadvantage of kinematic draping simulation is the
dependence of the simulation result on the choice of the starting point and of the initial path of the
kinematic algorithm [37,38].
Due to the high number of simulations performed during optimization, a very efficient draping
algorithm is needed. Since kinematic draping simulation requires small computation times, it is,
from a computational point of view, more suitable for optimization workflows than constitutive-based
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draping simulation. Furthermore, the optimization shall work as a suggestion for the designer and
not as a final verification. Hence, a mechanical draping simulation must be performed afterwards to
ensure manufacturability of the optimized patch setup without forming defects like wrinkling, fiber
fracture or gapping. This is similar to topology optimization, where a verification simulation is needed
to ensure the load-bearing capacity of the optimized topology [8]. The focus of the draping simulation
within the presented optimization workflow is the calculation of the final patch geometry, while the
prediction of forming defects is not yet relevant. Therefore, kinematic draping simulation is chosen to
be sufficient for the aspired purpose. The drawbacks regarding the dependence on the initial starting
point are not highly important, since all possible starting points are taken into account by the proposed
optimization workflow, see Section 3.2.
2.2. Kinematic Draping Algorithm to Be Embedded in the Optimization Workflow
The general assumption of kinematic draping simulation is the inextensibility of the material
in fiber direction. Depending on the type of fiber reinforcement, the deformation of the material is
assumed as pure shear or simple shear along the fiber direction. While woven fabrics deform in pure
shear, unidirectional reinforcements are assumed to deform in simple shear, as shown in Figure 2.
In simple shear, the distance between adjacent fibers is assumed to be constant [27].

Figure 2. Assumptions of the simple shear deformation behavior of unidirectional fiber reinforcements:
constant fiber length l0 and constant fiber distance (from [27]).

Starting point, patch orientation, patch length and width are the necessary input parameters for
the kinematic draping simulation. Another required input is the geometry of the initial component,
on which the patch is going to be draped. The first step is to create the initial paths A and B on the
part surface, starting from the given starting point (cf. Figure 3a). Thereby, A is the initial path in fiber
direction, while B is perpendicular to the fiber direction.
For the calculation of the next node a<i+1> from the current node a<i> , a number of constraints need
to be fulfilled. Firstly, the distance between both nodes is set to be equal to the defined mesh size m
ahi+1i − ahii = m.

(1)

Furthermore, the node a<i+1> has to be on the initial component surface
h i +1i

a3
h i +1i

h i +1i

h i +1i

h i +1i

= F ( a1

h i +1i

, a2

),

(2)

where a1
, a2
and a3
are the x, y, z components of the new node and F(x, y) represents the
surface of the initial component. Additionally, it has to be ensured that the given global patch direction
α is maintained. With these assumptions all nodes along the initial paths A and B can be calculated.
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Figure 3. Node calculation, starting from the initial paths A and B (a), and for all further nodes (b).

Based on these initial paths, all other nodes can be calculated. From the assumption of simple
shear (Figure 2) the following equations can be derived for the parallel paths
ah A ( i +1),

B( j+1)i

− ah A(i+1),B( j)i = m,

ah A(i+1),B( j+1)i − ah A(i),B( j+1)i = m, with i = 1, 2, . . .

(3)

w0
l0
, j = 1, 2, . . .
.
m
m

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) represent that the distance between the fibers as well as the fiber length is
constant during the draping process. Hereby ah A(i+1),B( j)i is the next node on path A, while ah A(i),B( j+1)i
is the closest node on path B (cf. Figure 3b, l0) the initial patch length and w0 the initial patch width.
Again, the node has to be on the part surface, which is represented by Equation (2).
Rearrangement of Equations (2)–(4) leads to the following system of equations

h A ( i +1),
0 = a1

B( j+1)i


h A(i +1),B( j)i 2

− a1


h A ( i +1),
+ a3

h A ( i +1),
0 = a1

B( j+1)i

+




h A(i ),B( j+1)i 2

− a1

h A ( i +1),
a3

h A(i +1), B( j+1)i

0 = a3



h A(i +1), B( j+1)i
h A(i +1),B( j)i 2
+ a2
− a2

B( j+1)i
h A(i +1),B( j)i 2
− a3
− m2



h A(i +1), B( j+1)i
h A(i ),B( j+1)i 2
+ a2
− a2

B( j+1)i
h A(i ),B( j+1)i 2
− a3
− m2
h A(i +1), B( j+1)i

− F ( a1

h A(i +1), B( j+1)i

, a2

(5)

),

which has to be solved for all nodes. The presented kinematic draping approach is implemented in
MatLab and embedded in the optimization workflow.
3. Multi-Objective Patch Optimization Workflow
3.1. Genetic Algorithms for Multi-Objective Optimization
The field of evolutionary algorithms consist of several different strategies, like genetic algorithms,
evolutionary strategies, genetic programming, and evolutionary programming [39]. The most popular
type of evolutionary algorithm is the genetic algorithm, which is why both are often used synonymously.
Contrary to other evolutionary algorithm (e.g., evolutionary strategies), for genetic algorithm mutation is
not the primary search operator and therefore a recombination step is included, to propose solutions based
on prior solutions. Since a genetic algorithm is applied here, this section will only focus on this method.
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A genetic algorithm consists of the three main steps recombination, mutation, and replacement
(also known as selection) [40]. The genetic algorithm workflow, adapted for the purpose of this work,
is shown in Figure 7. A set of possible solutions is called population, where one parameter set is
called individual. The initial population is created with a random distribution within the search space.
After a fitness calculation of each individual, a replacement process is applied to select the individuals for
the next generation. In our work, we will demonstrate the influence of the used replacement mechanism.
Therefore, an elitist method is compared with a below-limit method. For the elitist method, only the best
solutions are passed on from one generation to the next. Referred to Figure 4, this means, only front 1
with solution q1 will be preserved, since fitness 1 and 2 for solution q1 are better than for solution q2 .
This method is likely to lower the diversity in a population, but converges faster to a final front. With the
below-limit method also a number of dominated individuals is passed on from one generation to the next.
In the given example in Figure 4, front 2 would also be kept in the population. This helps to maintain
diversity in the set of solutions, but convergence is usually slower than for the elitist method.

Figure 4. Classification of intermediated results in different fronts, here front 1 is equal to the Pareto front.

In the recombination phase, a crossover operator is applied to create new individuals (offspring)
based on existing individuals. The optimization algorithm is used with two different crossover
operators. Both operators use a binary representation for the design variables and a bit-switching
crossover. Bit-switching means that a number of bits is exchanged between the parents to create
new offspring. The number of used parents is two for both crossover types. Each crossover type is
characterized by the crossover parameter µ, which represents the number of bit switching operations.
The first used crossover operator is the multi-point parametrized binary (cf. Figure 5). Here each
design variable is treated individually, hence the total number of switched bits is related to the number
of design variables. If the crossover parameter µ is set to one, for each parameter one bit is switched.

Figure 5. Workflow for the multi-point parameterized binary crossover for µ = 1.

The second crossover parameter used in this work is the multi-point binary crossover, where the
vector of design variables u is represented as one bit string (cf. Figure 6). This means that the number of
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crossover operations is independent of the number of design variables. Since the crossover is applied to
the whole vector of design variables at once, it is possible that some variables are changed at more than
one bit, while other variables remain unchanged.

Figure 6. Workflow of the multi-point binary crossover for µ = 2.

The diversity in the population is maintained by the incorporation of a mutation step. The mutation
scheme applied here uses also the binary representation of the design variables. Thereby one random bit
of a design variable is changed with a given probability β.
There are two general approaches to create new populations: the generational and the steady-state
approach. In the generational approach, the new generation created only with the offspring replaces the
parents’ generation. In contrast, the steady-state approach applies a replacement mechanism to select
the individuals form the parents’ generation and the offspring for the next generation. The steady-state
strategy is applied here, since it is more likely to converge [41]. Furthermore, a niching pressure is used
to ensure a diversity along the Pareto front and a more regular distribution. Therefore, the solutions
are pre-sampled before the actual replacement mechanism is encountered. This means that in a given
area only one solution remains “selectable” during the replacement process.
3.2. Patch Optimization Workflow with Embedded Kinematic Draping Simulation
The multi-objective patch optimization problem is defined by
Minimize F (u) = [ F1 (u), F2 (u)] T , u e U,

(6)

where the objective function F1 is the global strain energy, the objective function F2 is the patch usage
in terms of patch length, and
u = [ x, y, l, α] T
(7)
is the vector of design variables consisting of patch position (x, y), patch length l and angle α of the patch
orientation, see Figure 7b. The optimization is performed within the following boundary conditions:
xmin < xi < xmax
ymin < yi < ymax

(8)

lmin < li < lmax , with stepsize lstep
αmin < αi < αmax , with stepsize αstep .
The minimization of the strain energy can be seen as a maximization of the total part stiffness.
For linear–elastic material behavior, the strain energy can be defined by
global

Wε

=

Z
Ω

σT ∗ ε dV =

1 n T
Pi ∗ di ,
2 i∑
=1

(9)

where Pi and di are the nodal forces and nodal displacements of a finite element model with n element nodes.
The objective of the optimization is to find a solution u which minimizes all objective functions.
Here, the objective functions F1 and F2 depend on each other, which means that improving one objective
will impair another. For such cases, Villfredo Pareto described the idea to find a set of optimal solutions,
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the so-called Pareto set or Pareto front. Contrary to most multi-objective optimizations, no weighting
function will be used in our approach. In this way, all combinations of optimal solutions stay preserved
and solutions do not get lost due to enforced weighting of the multiple objective functions.
The general approach of the patch optimization workflow is shown in Figure 7a. Firstly, the initial
population of design variable sets ui is created with uniform random distribution for each parameter
within the given design space. Secondly, the initial fitness calculation is performed, where the kinematic
draping simulation (see Section 2.2) is integrated into the fitness calculation step of the multi-objective
genetic algorithm (Figure 7c). The draping simulation is used to create the necessary input for the
structural simulation, in terms of position and fiber orientation of the formed CoFRP patch. Furthermore,
the draping simulation is used to return the fitness value F2 . Fitness value F2 represents the amount of used
patch length. Since the random selection of design variables u may create patch lengths, which overlap
the boundaries of the geometry, two different scenarios have to be distinguished:
1.
2.

The patch fits completely on the DiCoFRP component: Here the patch usage is equal to the design
parameter, representing the patch length.
The patch does not fit completely on the DiCoFRP component: Here the patch is cut at the boarder
of the component and the resulting length is returned as F2 .

Subsequent to draping simulation, a structural simulation computes the fitness value F1, which represents
the compliance of the component, quantified by the global strain energy. The structural simulation is performed
by using the finite element software Abaqus.

Figure 7. Integration of the fitness calculation in the genetic optimization algorithm of the Dakota tool
box (a), used to solve the patch optimization problem (b) by applying the two-step fitness calculation (c).

For the optimization algorithm, the open access software toolkit Dakota is used, an implementation
of the Sandia National Laboratories [42]. The Dakota toolkit provides diverse operators for genetic
algorithms (as the ones described in Section 3.1) as well as an interface between analysis code and
optimization methods. Within the optimization loop, two termination criteria can be used: A maximum
number of iterations n and a convergence metric.
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3.3. Convergence Criteria
Since multi-objective optimization has the goal to predict a wide range of the Pareto front, more than
one criterion is needed to properly characterize the performance. Hence, three criteria are introduced to
evaluate the convergence rate, the quantity of solutions, and the diversity:
1.

2.
3.

Dominated area for the evaluation of the convergence rate. The dominated area is defined as the
area enclosed by the current front and the extreme points k1 and k2 and therefore represents the
progress of the optimization, cf. Figure 8. The extreme points are defined by
ki = [ F1 (ui ), F2 (ui )] T , i ∈ 1, 2

(10)

k1 = {k| F1 (u1 ) > F1 (u) ∀ u ∈ U }

(11)

k2 = {k| F2 (u2 ) > F2 (u) ∀ u ∈ U }.

(12)

Number of solutions along the Pareto front.
Patch length distribution. The patch length is modeled as a discrete design variable. Therefore,
the percentage share of the patch length partitions along the Pareto front is used to describe the
distribution along the front.

Figure 8. Dominated area calculation for generation i (black solid line) and i + 1 (grey dotted line),
and the maximum points k1 and k2 (red dots).

To evaluate the global strain objective in conjunction with the patch usage objective, the patch
position (including patch length) is visualized by means of a heat-map, which weights the resulting
fitness values. Therefore, the results along the Pareto front are summarized in a weighted form.
The weighting factor ωi is calculated by

ωi =

F1 (ui )
F2 (ui )
·
F1,max (umax1 ) F2,max (umax2 )

 −1
, i = 1 . . . n,

(13)

with n as the number of individuals on the Pareto front. F1,max is the maximum value observed for
fitness 1, and F2,max the maximum value observed for fitness 2. The weighting is normalized and
plotted on a uniform mesh, which is only used for visualization purposes (cf. Figure 15).
Beside the performance evaluation, the heat map is a useful tool for the designer to find the areas
in which the reinforcement is most effective. Thereby, areas with high patch concentration (cf. red
regions in Figure 15) should be preferred over those with a lower patch concentration (cf. blue regions
in Figure 15).
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4. Application Examples
4.1. Problem Description and Optimization Parameter
The proposed algorithm will be demonstrated by two example structures. The first demonstrator
part is a flat plate (Figure 9 left), the second test case is a curved structure (Figure 9 right). For both
structures a bending load is applied. The design area for the patch placement is in both cases the top
side. All optimization runs are conducted with the fix number of two patches. Both problems are
modeled with shell elements and linear elastic material behavior.

Figure 9. Loading conditions and geometrical dimensions of the optimization test cases: Flat plate with
bending load (a) and curved structure with bending load (b), boundary conditions are represented by
the red areas (A1 and A2).

The plate structure A is used to demonstrate the general capability of the method to solve the
patch optimization problem. Furthermore, it is used to compare the crossover types and select the
more suitable one for the detailed studies with the curved structure B. Table 1 gives an overview of
the conducted optimization runs, where the optimization operators for mutation, replacement and
niching (cf. Section 3.1) are systematically varied for structure B. All configurations of B are compared
with a basis setup B-Opt 1.
Table 1. Overview of the used optimization parameter (A = Optimization problem “plate”, B = optimization
problem “curved structure”).
Name

Structure

Crossover

Mutation

A-Opt 1
A-Opt 2
B-Opt 1
B-Opt 2
B-Opt 3
B-Opt 4

Plate
Plate
Curved shell
Curved shell
Curved shell
Curved shell

Parameterized binary
Multi-point binary
Multi-point binary
Multi-point binary
Multi-point binary
Multi-point binary

High
High
Low
High
Low
Low

Replacement
Elitist
Elitist
Elitist
Elitist
Below limit
Elitist

Niching
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

4.2. Results and Discussion for the Flat Plate Example
For the crossover comparison, the basis setup A-Opt 1 (Table 1) is used as benchmark. To characterize
the distribution within the search space, all solutions are arranged in groups with patch-length steps of
25 mm, from 0 mm to 425 mm maximum patch length for example A. The division into the seventeen
groups will also be used for A-Opt-2. Since the resulting patch length for example B is longer, a division
into 26 groups of 25 mm each is used. The distribution of the results within the search space for example
A is shown in Figure 10a. The presented figure shows that solutions with smaller total patch length
are more likely to appear. This is also demonstrated by the percentage share of all A-Opt 1 results in
Figure 10c. In the given example, the shortest possible patch length is 25 mm, therefore patch usage group
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1 remains empty. Furthermore, four reference points are given in Figure 10a, which correspond to the
patch configurations shown in Figure 10b. These points shall help to evaluate the optimization results.

Figure 10. (a) Distribution of all calculated individuals in the search space of A-Opt 1 in comparison
with four reference solutions. The blue points represent the final Pareto front; (b) Patch configurations
of four reference solutions; (c) The red bars illustrate the resulting percentage share of all individuals
(blue and grey dots in (a)) for each patch-usage group with a step-length of 25 mm.

The configurations A-Opt 1 and A-Opt 2 are used to show the general ability of the proposed
algorithm to solve the patch optimization problem. Furthermore, the results will be used to select
the crossover type (parameterized binary or multi-point binary, cf. Section 3.1) used for the curved
structure. Comparing the Pareto fronts, both optimizations converge to a similar front (cf. Figure 11a)
which allows the assumption that the proposed approach runs stable.
The convergence rate, represented by the increase of the dominated area (Figure 11b),
is significantly higher for the multi-point binary crossover (A-Opt 2) than for the parameterized
binary crossover (A-Opt 1). This is due to the fact that the multi-point binary crossover can change
a design variable on several bits, while other design variables remain unchanged. Consequently,
the multi-point binary crossover has a more pronounced global search than the parametrized binary
crossover, which only applies one change per variable. Comparing the number of solutions found on
the final Pareto front, the multi-point binary crossover also has a better performance. Both heat maps
show the similar result that a reinforcement on the left side of the plate will create the best result in
terms of the total strain energy (Figure 11e,f). This can also be seen by the proposed reference points
(cf. Figure 10b) where configuration 4 is the best solution, in terms of strain energy minimization.
Comparing the distribution of the solutions on the Pareto front of A-Opt 1 (cf. Figure 11d) with the
distribution of all solutions of A-Opt 1 (Figure 10c), it can be seen that the qualitative distribution is
very similar. As for A-Opt 1, the solutions along the Pareto front of A-Opt 2 also show a tendency to
smaller total patch lengths. However, the more global variability of A-Opt 2 yields slightly longer
patches on average.
Summarizing the crossover effects, the multi-point binary crossover offers a better performance in
terms of convergence rate and number of found solutions. Since both final Pareto fronts are quite similar,
the multi-point binary crossover is used to perform the optimization runs with the curved structure.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the results of the two crossover processes A-Opt 1 (parameterized binary
crossover) and A-Opt 2 (multi-point binary crossover): (a) Comparison of the final Pareto fronts,
(b) the dominated area for the evaluation of the convergence behavior, (c) development of the number
of elements on the current Pareto front for each generation, (d) percentage share of the solutions along
the Pareto front (blue dots in (a)) for each length-group with a step-length of 25 mm, (e) heat map for
A-Opt 1, (f) heat map for A-Opt 2.

4.3. Results and Discussion for the Curved Structure Example
For the second optimization example B, the multi-point binary crossover is kept constant, while the
optimization parameters for mutation, replacement and niching are systematically varied to show their
influence on the performance of the optimization. Like the plate structure A, the Pareto fronts obtained
for the different setups (cf. Table 1) are compared with predefined reference points to evaluate the
results (cf. Figure 12). Thereby, the patch reinforcement of reference point 4 ends at the constraint area,
while the reinforcement from point 3 is limited by the part geometry.
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Comparing the different mutation settings, the higher mutation (B-Opt 2) creates a slightly better
result regarding stiffness maximization for large patch lengths (cf. Figure 13). This is due to the fact
that the changes applied by the mutation operator work similar to the crossover process, and therefore
increase the search power of the optimization. The dominated area does not converge faster compared
to the low mutation (Figure 13b), but starts at a higher value. When looking at the number of found
solutions, as a second quality criterion, the number of found solutions at the final front is higher for the
higher mutation rate (cf. Figure 13c). Comparing the heat maps, it can be seen that both optimization
runs end up in similar results (cf. Figure 16a,b). The better performance in terms of finding the extreme
point regarding stiffness maximization is not visible in the heat map (Figure 16b), since only a small
proportion of solutions is in the extreme area, and is therefore underrepresented within the heat map.
This also shows that the heat map is an additional tool, but should not be considered as the only basis
of decision, but always in combination with the Pareto front.
Comparing the results obtained by calculation B-Opt 1, B-Opt 3 (replacement type below-limit,
where also dominated individuals are passed to the next generation), and B-Opt 4 (with niching),
no significant change regarding the Pareto front and the convergence rate can be seen (cf. Figures 14
and 15 each (a) and (b)). The difference in the results of the different setups becomes more obvious
comparing the heat maps (cf. Figure 16). Here can be seen that the distribution of the resulting patch
positions is more balanced (reflected in a more pronounced symmetrical picture in the heat map),
when more fronts are taken into account (B-Opt 3) or a niching pressure is applied (B-Opt 4). This effect
results from a higher diversity of the found solutions along the Pareto front.
For the given example, a reinforcement covering the position of the structural kink has a large
effect on the total component’s stiffness. This becomes evident when comparing reference points 2 and
3 (cf. Figure 12) as well as in the heat maps, represented by the red areas (cf. Figure 16c,d). The red
areas in the heat maps for B-Opt 1 and B-Opt 2 are smaller compared to those of B-Opt 3 and B-Opt 4,
resulting from a lower diversity, and therefore an allocation of solutions with smaller patch length.
Summarizing the results obtained with the curved structure, all optimizations converge to
a similar final Pareto front, showing that the proposed approach is capable to solve the patch
optimization problem. Furthermore, it could be seen that a higher mutation rate is likely to improve
the ability of finding extreme points regarding stiffness maximization. However, the diversity of the
solutions is still low, which results in a more asymmetrical heat map. Utilizing the heat maps, the best
results could be achieved by incorporating a niching pressure and using the below limit replacement
method. This was demonstrated by a more symmetrical picture in the heat map. The effect on the
convergence rate was found to be small for the proposed configurations, except for the higher mutation
rate, which creates a slightly higher convergence rate, represented by the dominated area. Based on
this, a higher mutation rate is suggested if the finding of extreme solutions (maximum stiffness) has
a higher preference. Additionally, a niching pressure and a below limit replacement are helpful to
achieve a more balanced Pareto front and therefore more suitable heat maps.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the Pareto fronts obtained for the curved structure, and predefined reference
points to classify the results.

Figure 13. Comparison of the results for the variation of the mutation (B-Opt 1: low mutation rate,
B-Opt 2: high mutation rate): (a) comparison of the final Pareto fronts, (b) the dominated area for the
evaluation of the convergence behavior, (c) development of the elements on the current Pareto front for
each generation, (d) percentage share of the solutions along the Pareto front for each length-group.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the results for the variation of the replacement type (B-Opt 1: elitist replacement,
B-Opt 3: below-limit replacement): (a–d) as in Figure 13.

Figure 15. Comparison of the results for no-niching and niching (B-Opt 1: no-niching, B-Opt 4: niching):
(a–d) as in Figure 13.
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Figure 16. Top view of the generated heat-maps for the results obtained along the Pareto front (red:
high patch concentration, blue: low patch concentration): (a) basic setup (B-Opt 1), (b) higher mutation
rate (B-Opt 2), (c) change of replacement type (B-Opt 3), (d) niching pressure (B-Opt 4).

5. Conclusions
To optimize local continuous fiber reinforcements, the consideration of manufacturing constraints
creates an essential benefit for the quality of the optimization results. By integrating draping simulation in
the structural optimization workflow, more feasible optimization results can be achieved. The computed
optimal size, position and orientation of the continuous fiber tapes can directly be implemented in
the manufacturing process. For that purpose, the presented tape optimization workflow incorporates
an efficient kinematic draping simulation method. Furthermore, the tape optimization algorithm is
performed with multiple objectives to consider the minimal material consumption and the maximal
structural stiffness simultaneously; therefore, a genetic algorithm with which a non-weighting approach
could be realized. The resulting Pareto front, created by the multi-objective optimization procedure,
is a helpful tool for the design engineer in the decision-making process. A heat-map, resulting from the
Pareto front, has been introduced to further support the designer by visualizing areas that are important
for patch reinforcement. Furthermore, the heat-maps are a useful tool, when interpreting the performance
of the algorithm in terms of providing results with a wide diversity in the search space.
Comparing the influence of different settings for the genetic algorithm, the operators’ crossover,
mutation, replacement, and niching and their influence on the algorithm’s performance have been
demonstrated for two different use cases. Both examples show that for the evaluation of multi-objective
optimization problems more than one performance criteria is necessary. Thus, convergence performance,
number of found solutions, and the distribution within the search space are used to describe and compare
the general behavior.
The first example was used to initially verify the general capability of the optimization algorithm
and to compare two different crossover approaches. It could be demonstrated that the multi-point
binary crossover converges fast and is likely to find a larger number of solutions on the Pareto front.
A curved structure was used a second example. Thereby, the influence of different mutation
rate, replacement type, and niching pressure on the algorithm’s performance was demonstrated.
By comparing the Pareto fronts, it could be demonstrated that the proposed approach is capable of
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accurately solving the patch optimization problem, since all optimization runs converge to a similar
front. A higher mutation rate has shown a positive effect by finding extreme points regarding stiffness
maximization. This is underrepresented within the heat map, since only a small proportion of solutions
is in the extreme area. The niching pressure improved the diversity along the front significantly,
which could be seen in a more pronounced symmetrical heat map. This underlines the importance
of using more than one criteria for the evaluation of the optimization results, like a combination of
Pareto front and heat map. Overall, a higher mutation rate is suggested when the finding of extreme
solutions has a higher preference. Additionally, a niching pressure and a below-limit replacement are
suggested when focusing on a more balanced distribution of the results along the front.
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